
Lesson Plan: Unraveling the Mysteries of Composite Functions

Objective:
- To understand the concept and calculation of composite functions.
- To explore the relationship between functions and their compositions, including the special 
cases of identity and inverse functions.
- To apply the concept of composite functions to solve problems and understand their 
relevance in mathematics and real-world contexts.

Time: 60 Minutes

Part 1: Introduction to Composite Functions (10 minutes)
- Brief Lecture: Define composite functions and explain how they are formed. Discuss the 
notation used for composite functions and the importance of order in composition.
- Factual Questions: Engage with questions to assess students' initial understanding and 
clarify the basic concept of function composition.

Part 2: Mini-Investigation: The Magical World of Composite Functions (20 minutes)
- Activity 1: The Creation Spell: Students create pairs of functions and calculate their 
compositions, using software or an applet to verify results.
- Activity 2: The Transformation Challenge: Experiment with composing a function with itself 
and then with different functions, noting the outcomes and any patterns observed.
- Activity 3: The Potion of Inversion: Combine functions with their inverses to explore the 
properties of such compositions.

Part 3: Deep Dive into Composition and Its Properties (15 minutes)
- Task 4: The Quest for Identity: Investigate the role of the identity function in composition, 
testing combinations with the identity function to observe its effect.
- Discussion: Reflect on the activities and discuss the mathematical principles behind the 
observed results, emphasizing the significance of the identity and inverse functions in 
compositions.

Part 4: Real-World Applications and Conceptual Understanding (10 minutes)
- Real-World Examples: Present examples of how composite functions are used in various 
fields such as computer science, physics, and economics.
- Conceptual and Debatable Questions: Facilitate a discussion on the abstractness of 
composite functions, their utility in mathematical modeling, and their place in the 
curriculum.

Part 5: Wrap-Up and Homework Assignment (5 minutes)
- Recap the key concepts explored in the lesson, highlighting the importance of 
understanding composite functions and their properties.
- Assign homework focusing on creating and analyzing composite functions, including finding 
compositions algebraically and interpreting them in real-world contexts.

Materials Needed:
- Presentation slides/whiteboard for the introductory lecture.



- Access to computers or tablets with mathematical software or an interactive applet for the 
mini-investigation.
- Handouts with instructions for activities and discussion questions.

Assessment:
- Participation in mini-investigation activities and group discussions.
- Accuracy in calculating composite functions and understanding their properties in 
homework assignments.
- Engagement in conceptual discussions and ability to apply composite functions in real-
world scenarios.

Additional Notes:
- Ensure students have a strong foundation in basic function concepts and operations before 
introducing composite functions.
- Encourage students to explore and discuss the implications of their findings, fostering a 
deeper understanding of composite functions and their significance.


